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“To travel is to live” – Hans Christian Anderson 

  

FEBRUARY:  MY FAVOURITE MONTH 

Happy February!!  As most of you know, I love every month of the year, but 

February happens to be my favourite one!   

 

Why?  Well…firstly, it’s my birthday month! Exactly 6 days before 

Valentine’s Day, many moons ago, I showed up on a cold and wintery 

Sunday afternoon.  This might be why I love Groundhog Day so much: we 

get to find out how many weeks it will be until it’s warm outside again!   

Then there is the fun of Valentine’s Day, where my amazing Brett Lucier 

and I get to celebrate our love a little extra – plus I LOVE giving out heart 

shaped chocolates to my family, clients, and colleagues and friends! 

 

It has already been an eventful year for us!  We rang in the New 

Year much like many of our friends and family – at home!  We 

had dinner from The Keg and watched Dwayne Gretzky’s live New 

Years’ Concert with proceeds going to CAMH – we danced and sang 

and had a great time in our living room. 

 

A week later, we headed off to our first vacation outside of the country in 2 years: the 

Mayan Riviera in Mexico.  We felt VERY out of practice!  We were incredibly 

careful and kept to ourselves for the most part, in an effort to remain Covid free.  We were 

unsuccessful LOL.  I got Covid at the resort, unfortunately (or on the plane??) and had to 

quarantine in a hotel room at the resort for 11 days before I was cleared to come back to Canada.   

 

Thankful for the ability to work remotely and for my assistant and my colleagues for being able 

to help me - and for fitness apps, like Peloton, which helped me to workout in the room.  Brett 

had to go home to Canada, so we stayed in constant contact and even had a few date nights!  The 

resort, Bahia Principe Akumal, was amazing as well and took excellent care of me in the 

circumstances. We do not regret our decision to travel, and already look forward to going back. 

 

While we were in Mexico, our NEPHEW, Lex, was born!  We are so excited as a family! 

We’re looking forward to longer days, warmer afternoons and spending time with our family in 

between the busy fun of #RealtorLife.  Here’s to a wonderful February – and 5 weeks ‘til Spring! 

 

Also, Coming into February, I found out that through your support, I won the London 

Community Votes Platinum Award for Best Realtor ® - exciting!  Thank you!!! 

 

  Your friend in the business,    
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